HyDraw CAD900 SP1 64-bit EN
Build: 900.0.1.8
(This is a consolidate package consists of SP1 & Hotfix 6.0001)
HyDraw CAD900.0.1.8 SP1
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All GUIs are redesigned for 125% display setting for FHD Screen Resolution.
Auto-Hide Docked Tool bars show up Undocked for every Startup of HyDraw.
Replace Symbol - Not getting disabled even after cancelling the symbol selection by Pressing Esc.
Export to MDTools - Issues in the HyDraw Schematic report.
No CAD file preview when adding CAD file in symbol properties.
Connection is disconnected from the symbol after rotating/flipping symbols with terminator.
Add DWG Version command removed.
Port accessory ID moves from the balloon, after entering a value in the property manager.
Command automatically remembering previous selection by pressing space bar/enter.
Deleting symbol not deletes symbol design note from the drawing.
After minimize, unit converter dialog is not available in the taskbar.
Accessories item ID displayed incorrect order in the drawing.
High CPU usage after generating net list with error flags.
Connection settings- you must click on the drop downs twice to open them.
Title Block text size modified in Block Editor but still shows old size in Model Space.
In HyDraw "Options"- change "Display Format" tab to "Property Display".
Convert to HyDraw: Convert two lines connected to each other results in two separate lines.
Error Flags enlarged similar to CAD800.
There should not be a horizontal scroll bar in the HyDraw connection settings.
Assembly ID not working for Envelope.
Add/Edit Symbol image preview, bad resolution.
Export to MDTools - Ability to set more than one face as preferred faces.
Convert to HyDraw entities issues.
Export To MDTools - For Numeric Port name and (Other Name), the CV's are converted as Footprint.
HyDraw Options - If special characters (µ, exponent values) having additional characters are recognized
incorrect.
Export to MDTools does not remember set preferred faces, engraving changes user has made etc.
Connection Lines get messed up when drawing Envelope.
Edit Title Block - If you enter a value and do not set the focus on another field, the OK button is disabled.
Assembly ID in the drawing, Auto assembly/engravings will not work because of info mismatch.
The old balloon is not deleted when the symbol is replaced when more than one drawing is open.
Refresh properties not working if component none selected.
Save As not updating file name in the file tab.
Typing "All" option with Merge Connection throws exception.
Match Connection Line turns on Size display.
Slowness with Align Symbol Port in a specific case.
Display Properties not remembering last checked/unchecked setting.
Moving a symbol can produce a double balloon.
When sub folder path is selected in Drawing Template "Index must equal to zero" error appears.
Vertical Scroll Bar required when selecting from Linked Accessories.
Engraving for a Port did not get imported into MDTools.

41. Clicking on Reset line properties (HyDraw Options-Connection tab) not creating New Layer if the color is
"ByLayer".
42. HyDraw Options - Connection tab, Line weight value displaying as "ByLayer" not the converted values.
43. Solenoid IDs and functions going 0,0 position.
44. “HyDrawTitleBlockAttribute.xml” path is changed to “C:\ProgramData\VEST\HyDraw CAD900” to resolve
the user access issue faced at Program Files.
45. “HyDraw Metric.dwt” available at “C:\ProgramData\VEST\HyDraw CAD900” is used incase other .dwt path
is unavailable for Add New Symbol.

HyDraw CAD900 Hotfix 6.0001 - EN
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HyDraw CAD900 Authorization dialog works for 125% display setting.
While inserting the symbol with Rotate/Flip,
- If Item ID & Display Format are outside the symbol, it will retain its position and remain upright.
- If Item ID is inside the symbol, Item ID will retain its position and remain upright.
- If Display Format is inside the symbol, Format will rotate and flip along with symbol.
3. Wrong symbol preview when flipping.
4. Unnecessary Jumper getting created even though there is no line to jump over.
5. Re-assign Item ID - Component Accessories option always grayed out.
6. Stuck in Export to MDTools mode in some cases.
7. Migrate Settings, Connection line settings not migrated properly from HyDraw CAD800.
8. Autoconnect was always active when you open HyDraw, it will remember last used i.e Autoconnect
ON/OFF.
9. Slowness while inserting Connection lines.
10. Provision to Edit Tags in Title Block and control properties visibility.
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